
December Students of the Month

7th Grade 8th Grade

Band - Lila Hricko

Lila has proven herself to be self-disciplined,

creative, and enthusiastic when it comes to

her participation in the band and our jazz

ensemble. She is an amazing saxophonist and

a highly responsible student.

Orchestra- Ella Mesopotanese

Ella is a very conscientious student musician.

She always participates with enthusiasm and

thoughtfulness, whether it is in class

discussions or rehearsal. She is always ready

and willing to help her classmates. Ella plays

violin in the WEMS Orchestra and String

Ensemble.

Band- Natalie Smith

Natalie’s ability on trumpet has really taken

off this year. Her personal growth in her tone

and ability to articulate shows an authentic

desire to improve.

Orchestra - Grace Stewart

Grace is a cello player in the WEMS Orchestra

and String Ensemble. Throughout 7th grade

and into 8th grade, she has shown that she is

a dependable member of the orchestra!
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CHORUS

7th Grade 8th Grade

Jennah Saffarini

Jennah has a passion for singing and is

not afraid to share it. Jennah is dedicated

and enthusiastic in class. She is

determined to grow in her skills to reach

her goals. Jennah is a member of both our

curricular Chorus and our Glee club.

Har-El Shrem

Har-El is new to our ensemble this year

and has become such a positive member

of our class. Har-El loves to share his

musical theater trivia and brings a lot of

personality to our class.

STEM

Nicolette Capalbo
Nicolette is always happy and brings a lot of
positive energy to the classroom. Her
creativity and artistic flair have propelled her
in STEM. She works efficiently individually, is
a leader in breakout rooms, and has a clear
vision for her work. Her Cloud Sky phone
stand was showcased in our monthly STEM
Newsletter. Great job, Nicolette!

Andres Newman

Andres has a natural talent for

engineering design. He has excelled in

many STEM areas: from building shoes

using recycled materials to creating an

infographic using graphic design

programs, to technically drawing his

ideas. No problem is too big for Andres to

solve and he is always up for the

challenge. Andres is meticulous in his

work and has a polite and friendly

demeanor. Congratulations, Andres!

ART
Gabby Sia

Gabby works hard and you can tell she

really cares about her work.  Beyond that,

she just radiates kind positivity!

Alex Bejjani

Alex always give 100% effort and is

respectful and kind to teachers and peers



WORLD LANGUAGE

7th Grade

Italian- Joey Poto

Joey is an extremely diligent student who

regularly participates in Italian Zoom

class as well as completing assignments

and doing overall quality work. He is an

excellent example for other students to

emulate. Bravo, Joey!!

French - Talia Rosen

Talia gives 100% during French class. She

is always ready to participate and shows

great understanding. Even when there is

no assignment, Talia earns many points

working on Duolingo. Her enthusiasm is a

great motivator for our class. Thank you

for being such a great role model!

Spanish - Aayush Shah

Acquiring a 2nd language through a

screen is no easy feat! Regardless, Aayush

has risen to the occasion and taken

consistent ownership of his learning. His

tenacity has paid off, and not only in

Spanish class. When Aayush’s Spanish

reached out to Aayush's other teachers on

team 7B to inquire about his

performance, the answer was

RESOUNDINGLY positive. No doubt

Aayush should be tremendously proud of

his hard work!

8th Grade

Spanish- Gabe Herman

Gabe really keeps the conversation going

in Spanish!  He is always willing to

contribute to our discussions and is

always smiling.  His positive attitude and

effort are to be commended!

Italian - Maddie DeVita

Maddie continues to be a diligent student

in Italian class. She regularly participates

and submits quality work. I am very

proud of her efforts and work ethic since

last year. She is a fine example for other

students to emulate. Brava, Maddie!!

French - Priya Marcus

From the moment French class begins,

Priya shows great interest and

enthusiasm. She raises her hand at almost

every opportunity and is able to

demonstrate her understanding. She is a

model French student and a leader in our

French class!



Computer Science

7th Grade

Thomas DiNardo

Tommy always participates with

enthusiasm in computer science class. He

is inquisitive about the subject matter and

always challenges himself to go above and

beyond what is being asked. He strives for

excellence.

8th Grade

Gabriella Romano

Gaby is a pleasure to teach in computer

science. She is a leader in class and always

sets a great example for others through

her hard work and determination. Her

attitude is always positive, and her

outlook upbeat.


